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How a controversial biblical tale of conquest and genocide became a founding story of modern
Israel No biblical text has been more central to the politics of modern Israel than the book of
Joshua. Named after a military leader who became the successor to Moses, it depicts the march of
the ancient Israelites into Canaan, describing how they subjugated and massacred the indigenous
peoples. The Joshua Generation examines the book's centrality to the Israeli occupation today,
revealing why nationalist longing and social reality are tragically out of sync in the Promised
Land. Though the book of Joshua was largely ignored and reviled by diaspora Jews, the leaders of
modern Israel have invoked it to promote national cohesion. Critics of occupation, meanwhile,
have denounced it as a book that celebrates genocide. Rachel Havrelock looks at the composition
of Joshua, showing how it reflected the fractious nature of ancient Israelite society and a desire to
unify the populace under a strong monarchy. She describes how David Ben-Gurion, Israel's first
prime minister, convened a study group at his home in the late 1950s, where generals, politicians,
and professors reformulated the story of Israel's founding in the language of Joshua. Havrelock
traces how Ben-Gurion used a brutal tale of conquest to unite an immigrant population of Jews of
different ethnicities and backgrounds, casting modern Israelis and Palestinians as latter-day
Israelites and Canaanites. Providing an alternative reading of Joshua, The Joshua Generation
finds evidence of a decentralized society composed of tribes, clans, and woman-run households,
one with relevance to today when diverse peoples share the dwindling resources of a scarred
land.Featuring nearly three thousand film stills, production shots, and other illustrations, an
authoritative history of the cinema traces the development of the medium, its filmmakers and
stars, and the evolution of national cinemas around the worldVera Mary Brittain (29 December
1893 – 29 March 1970) was an English Voluntary Aid Detachment (VAD) nurse, writer, feminist,
socialist, and pacifist. Her best-selling 1933 memoir Testament of Youth recounted her experiences
during the First World War and the beginning of her journey towards pacifism."Raw explains
how some filmmakers have tackled the difficulty of Hawthorne's material by treating it as being
firmly situated in American life of the mid-nineteenth century, while others have used
Hawthorne's work to comment on various aspects of twentieth century American life. This latter
device is particularly evident in the many versions of The Scarlet Letter, including a 1950
television broadcast that aired two months after senator Joseph McCarthy's speech about "cardPage 1/6
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carrying members of the Communist Party," and 1960s and early '70s versions supporting
countercultural values.Lyra and Pantalaimon (now a pine-marten) are back at Oxford, but their
peace is shattered by Ragi, the daemon of the witch Yelena, who is searching for a healing elixir to
cure his witch."The Oxford Handbook of American Literary Realism offers 35 original essays of
fresh interpretations of the artistic and political challenges of representing life accurately.
Organized by topic and theme, essays draw upon recent scholarship in literary and cultural
studies to offer an authoritative and in-depth reassessment of major and minor figures and the
contexts that shaped their work. One set of essays explores realism's genesis and its connection to
previous and subsequent movements. Others examine the inclusiveness of representation, the
circulation of texts, and the aesthetic representation of science, time, space, and the subjects of
medicine, the New Woman, and the middle class. Still others trace the connection to other
arts--poetry, drama, illustration, photography, painting, and film--and to pedagogic issues in the
teaching of realism"--This carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Contents: Novels: Fanshawe
The Scarlet Letter The House of the Seven Gables The Blithedale Romance The Marble Faun The
Dolliver Romance Septimius Felton Doctor Grimshawe's Secret Collections of Short Stories:
Twice-Told Tales The Whole History of Grandfather's Chair Biographical Stories Mosses from an
Old Manse Wonder Book For Girls and Boys The Snow Image and Other Twice Told Tales
Tanglewood Tales For Girls and Boys The Dolliver Romance and Other Pieces, Tales and
Sketches The Story Teller Sketches in Magazines Poems: Address to the Moon The Darken'd Veil
Earthly Pomp Forms of Heroes Go to the Grave My Low and Humble Home The Ocean Essays:
The British Matron: A Satire The Ancestral Footstep: Outlines of an English Romance Life Of
Franklin Pierce Chiefly About War Matters Our Old Home Autobiographical Writings: Browne's
Folly Love Letters (To Miss Sophia Peabody) Letter to the Editor of the Literary Review
American Notebooks English Notebooks French and Italian Notebooks Biographies and
Reminiscences of Hawthorne: Biography The Life and Genius of Hawthorne by Frank Preston
Stearns Hawthorne and His Circle by Julian Hawthorne Memories of Hawthorne by Rose
Hawthorne Lathrop Hawthorne and His Moses by Herman Melville Fifty Years of Hawthorne My
Literary Passions by W. D. Howell Life of Great Authors by H. T. Griswold Yesterday With
Authors by J. T. Field Hawthorne and Brook Farm by G. W. Curtis Short Biography Essays and
Criticisms on Hawthorne and His Works: Hawthorne by Henry James Jr. Nathaniel Hawthorne
by Andrew Lang Nathaniel Hawthorne by G. E. Woodberry A Study of Hawthorne by G. P.
Lathrop 'Hawthorne' and 'The Works of Hawthorne' by G. W. CurtisIn early colonial
Massachusetts, a young woman endures the consequences of her sin of adultery and spends the
rest of her life in atonement.The Oxford Handbook of Postcolonial Studies provides a
comprehensive overview of the latest scholarship in postcolonial studies, while also considering
possible future developments in the field. Original chapters written by a worldwide team of
contritbuors are organised into five cross-referenced sections, 'The Imperial Past', 'The Colonial
Present', 'Theory and Practice', 'Across the Disciplines', and 'Across the World'. The chapters
offer both country-specific and comparative approaches to current issues, offering a wide range of
new and interesting perspectives. The Handbook reflects the increasingly multidisciplinary nature
of postcolonial studies and reiterates its continuing relevance to the study of both the colonial past,
in its multiple manifestations, and the contemporary globalized world. Taken together, these
essays, the dialogues they pursue, and the editorial comments that surround them constitute
nothing less than a blueprint for the future of a much-contested but intellectually vibrant and
politically engaged field.Intertextual encounters occur whenever an author or the author s text
recognizes, references, alludes to, imitates, parodies, or otherwise elicits an audience member s
familiarity with other texts. F. Scott Fitzgerald and Nathanael West use the fiction of Horatio
Alger, Jr., as an intertext in their novels, The Great Gatsby and A Cool Million. Callie Khouri and
Ridley Scott use the buddy-road-picture genre as an intertext for their Thelma and Louise. In all
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these cases, intertextual encounters take place between artists, between texts, between texts and
audiences, between artists and audiences. Michael Dunne investigates works from the 1830s to the
1990s and from the canonical American novel to Bugs Bunny and Jerry Seinfeld."Who? What?
Where? Why? Enquire within for a wealth of fascinating and authoritative information on the
stories behind words, names, and sayings. - ;What is a ham-and-egger? What are Anglo-Saxon
attitudes? Who or what is liable to jump the shark? Who first tried to nail jelly to the wall? The
answers to these and many more questions are in this fascinating book. Here in one volume you
can track down the stories behind the names and sayings you meet, whether in classic literature or
today's news. Drawing on Oxford's unrivalled bank of reference and language online resources,
this dictionary covers classical and other mythologies, history, religion, folk customs, superstitions,
science and technology, philosophy, and popular culture. Extensive cross referencing makes it easy
to trace specific information, while every page points to further paths to explore. A fascinating
slice of cultural history, and a browser's delight from start to finish. What is the fog of war? Who
first wanted to spend more time with one's family? When was the Dreamtime? How long since the
first cry of Women and children first? Where might you find dark matter? Would you want the
Midas touch? Should you worry about grey goo? -Witnessing the end of a war that nearly
terminated the nation, the abolition of racial slavery and rise of legal segregation, the rise of
Modernism and Hollywood, the closing of the frontier and two World Wars, the literary historical
period represented in this volume constitutes the crucible of American literary history. Here, 35
essays by top researchers in the field detail how considerations of race and citizenship;
immigration and assimilation; gender and sexuality; nationalism and empire; all reverberate
throughout novels written in the United States between 1870 and 1940. Contributors discuss the
professionalization of literary production after the Civil War alongside legal and political debates
over segregation and citizenship; while chapters on journalism, geography, religion, and
immigration offer discussions on everything from the lasting role of literary realism in American
fiction to the Spanish-American War's effect on developing theories of aesthetics and popular
culture. The volume offers thorough coverage of the emergence of serial fiction, children's fiction,
crime and detective fiction, science fiction, and even cinema and comics, as new media and artistic
revolutions like the Harlem Renaissance helped usher in the new international aesthetic movement
of Modernism. The final chapters in the volume explore the relationship of the novel to the
emergence of "American literature" as a category in the academy, in public criticism and
journalism, and in mass culture.THE STORY: In this modern day riff on The Scarlet Letter ,
Hester La Negrita, a homeless mother of five, lives with her kids on the tough streets of the inner
city. Her eldest child is teaching her how to read and write, but the letter A isThe Oxford
Handbook of Nineteenth-Century American Literature will offer a cutting-edge assessment of the
period's literature, offering readers practical insights and proactive strategies for exploring
novels, poems, and other literary creations."Tom is not prepared for what is about to happen
when he hears the grandfather clock strike thirteen. Outside the back door is a garden, which
everyone tells him does not exist."--Page 4 de la couverture.The first-ever authorized sequel to J.
M. Barrie's Peter Pan! In August 2004 the Special Trustees of Great Ormond Street Children's
Hospital, who hold the copyright in Peter Pan, launched a worldwide search for a writer to create
a sequel to J. M. Barrie's timeless masterpiece. Renowned and multi award-winning English
author Geraldine McCaughrean won the honor to write this official sequel, Peter Pan in Scarlet.
Illustrated by Scott M. Fischer and set in the 1930s, Peter Pan in Scarlet takes readers flying back
to Neverland in an adventure filled with tension, danger, and swashbuckling derring-do!In this
fast-moving novel of post-Napoleonic France, Julien Sorel's plans to reach the higher echelons of
society through the priesthood are deflected by his realization that the attainment of happiness is
of greater consequence than the pursuit of ambition.This book provides a selectively
comprehensive and cross-referenced record of the enormous body of scholarship on The Scarlet
Letter from 1950 to 2000, as well as an introductory overview of the major patterns and trends in
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the critical interpretations of the novel. Designed for both new and seasoned readers/critics, the
four-part study can be used in two ways: as a chronological record and historical survey of the
development of ideas in criticism over five decades, and as a reference guide that can be accessed
through the Author, Subject, and Critical Approach Indexes. Part I provides a chronological,
annotated listing of the most frequently anthologized Early Reviews of the novel. Part II offers full
citations for Early Influential Criticism [Pre-1950] and is comprised of forty-one landmark
commentaries that appeared between 1850 and 1950. Part III, which makes up the bulk of the
project and begins with the year 1950, presents a comprehensive annotated bibliography of Scarlet
Letter criticism that includes books, articles, special critical editions, collections of criticism,
general student introductions and help books, teaching aids and guides, and biographies. critical
editions, collections of criticism, general student introductions to the novel, teaching aids and
guides, bibliographies, and biographies.This quick reference book of musical terminology includes
brief biographical sketches of musicians, composers, vocalists, and conductors.This is a volume of
cross-disciplinary essays focused on the enigmatic story of the woman taken in adultery (John
7.53--8.11). Explorations of the background, history and interpretation of the passage are offered,
including investigations of the adulterous woman motif in Old Testament, New Testament,
rabbinic, patristic and mediaeval writings. There are also treatments of the motif as it appears in
other cultural expressions, such as Nathaniel Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter, and assessments of the
theme's significance for contemporary theologies, in particular for feminist and pastoral
approaches. The contributors represent a wide range of professional and ecclesiological
backgrounds."It contributes greatly towards a man's moral and intellectual health, to be brought
into habits of companionship with individuals unlike himself, who care little for his pursuits, and
whose sphere and abilities he must go out of himself to appreciate." (The Custom House, The
Scarlet Letter)The Scarlet Letter is an 1850 romantic work of fiction in a historical setting, written
by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Set in 17th-century Puritan Boston, Massachusetts during the years
1642 to 1649, it tells the story of Hester Prynne, who conceives a daughter through an affair and
struggles to create a new life of repentance and dignity. Throughout the book, Hawthorne explores
themes of legalism, sin, and guilt.Set in 17th-century Puritan Boston during the years 1642 to
1649, The Scarlet Letter tells the story of Hester Prynne, who conceives through an adulterous
affair and struggles to create a new life of repentance and dignity. The story begins during the
summer of 1642, near Boston, Massachusetts, in a Puritan village. A young woman, Hester
Prynne, has been led from the town prison with her infant daughter in her arms. On the breast of
her gown is "a rag of scarlet The Scarlet Letter cloth" that "assumed the shape of a letter." It is
the uppercase letter "A." The Scarlet Letter "A" represents the act of adultery that she has
committed, and it is to be a symbol of her sin-a badge of shame-for all to see. The Scarlet Letter
was published as a novel in the spring of 1850 by Ticknor & Fields, beginning Hawthorne's most
lucrative period as a writer. When he delivered the final pages to Fields in February 1850,
Hawthorne said that "some portions of the book are powerfully written" but doubted it would be
popular. In fact, the book was an instant best-seller though, over fourteen years, it brought its
author only $1,500. Its initial publication brought wide protest from natives of Salem, who did not
approve of how Hawthorne had depicted them in his introduction "The Custom-House." A
2,500-copy second edition of The Scarlet Letter included a preface by Hawthorne dated March 30,
1850, that stated he had decided to reprint his introduction "without the change of a word The
only remarkable features of the sketch are its frank and genuine good-humor As to enmity, or illfeeling of any kind, personal or political, he utterly disclaims such motives." The Scarlet Letter
was one of the first mass-produced books in America. Into the mid-nineteenth century,
bookbinders of home-grown literature typically hand-made their books and sold them in small
quantities. The first mechanized printing of The Scarlet Letter, 2,500 volumes, sold out within ten
days, and was widely read and discussed to an extent not much experienced in the young country
up until that time.The Oxford Handbook of Music and Medievalism provides a snapshot of the
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diverse ways in which medievalism--the retrospective immersion in the images, sounds, narratives,
and ideologies of the European Middle Ages--powerfully transforms many of the varied musical
traditions of the last two centuries. Thirty-three chapters from an international group of scholars
explore topics ranging from the representation of the Middle Ages in nineteenth-century opera to
medievalism in contemporary video game music, thereby connecting disparate musical forms
across typical musicological boundaries of chronology and geography. While some chapters focus
on key medievalist works such as Orff's Carmina Burana or Peter Jackson's Lord of the Rings
films, others explore medievalism in the oeuvre of a single composer (e.g. Richard Wagner or Arvo
Pärt) or musical group (e.g. Led Zeppelin). The topics of the individual chapters include both wellknown works such as John Boorman's film Excalibur and also less familiar examples such as
Eduard Lalo's Le Roi d'Ys. The authors of the chapters approach their material from a wide
array of disciplinary perspectives, including historical musicology, popular music studies, music
theory, and film studies, examining the intersections of medievalism with nationalism,
romanticism, ideology, nature, feminism, or spiritualism. Taken together, the contents of the
Handbook develop new critical insights that venture outside traditional methodological
constraints and provide a capstone and point of departure for future scholarship on music and
medievalism.This collection of forty new essays, written by the leading scholars in adaptation
studies and distinguished contributors from outside the field, is the most comprehensive volume on
adaptation ever published. Written to appeal alike to specialists in adaptation, scholars in allied
fields, and general readers, it hearkens back to the foundations of adaptation studies a century
and more ago, surveys its ferment of activity over the past twenty years, and looks forward to the
future. It considers the very different problems in adapting the classics, from the Bible to
Frankenstein to Philip Roth, and the commons, from online mashups and remixes to adult movies.
It surveys a dizzying range of adaptations around the world, from Latin American telenovelas to
Czech cinema, from Hong Kong comics to Classics Illustrated, from Bollywood to zombies, and
explores the ways media as different as radio, opera, popular song, and videogames have handled
adaptation. Going still further, it examines the relations between adaptation and such intertextual
practices as translation, illustration, prequels, sequels, remakes, intermediality, and
transmediality. The volume's contributors consider the similarities and differences between
adaptation and history, adaptation and performance, adaptation and revision, and textual and
biological adaptation, casting an appreciative but critical eye on the theory and practice of
adaptation scholars--and, occasionally, each other. The Oxford Handbook of Adaptation Studies
offers specific suggestions for how to read, teach, create, and write about adaptations in order to
prepare for a world in which adaptation, already ubiquitous, is likely to become ever more
important."Introduces ways to use film to introduce complex literary theories to students,
coupling works of literature with attendant films to encourage classroom discussion. Includes
psychoanalytic criticism, cultural criticism, and thematic criticism. Then offers a survey of the
image patterns into which film adaptation theories can be grouped and how these theories relate
to literary theory"--Provided by publisher.Adapting a novel for cinema or television is first and
foremost a business enterprise, where the screenwriter has to take into account the wishes of
conflicting interest groups, including producers, stars, directors, and spectators."Covers the
movements, authors, genres, critics, awards, and many other aspects of American literatureThe
Scarlet Letter is a work ofHistoricalfiction by American author Nathaniel Hawthorne, published
in 1850.Set in Puritan Massachusetts Bay Colony during the years 1642 to 1649, the novel tells the
story of Hester Prynne who conceives a daughter through an affair and then struggles to create a
new life of repentance and dignity. The book explores themes of legalism, sin, and guilt.The classic
novel adaptation has long been regarded as a staple of "quality" television. Adaptation Revisited
offers a critical reappraisal of this prolific and popular genre, as well as bringing new material
into the broader field of Television Studies. The first part of the book surveys the more traditional
discourses about adaptation, unearthing the unspoken assumptions and common misconceptions
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that underlie them. In the second half of the book, the author examines four major British serials:
"Brideshead Revisited", "Pride and Prejudice", "Moll Flanders", and "The Tenant of Wildfell
Hall".The Scarlet Letter is an 1850 romantic work of fiction in a historical setting, written by
Nathaniel Hawthorne. Set in 17th-century Puritan Boston, Massachusetts during the years 1642 to
1649, it tells the story of Hester Prynne, who conceives a daughter through an affair and struggles
to create a new life of repentance and dignity. Throughout the book, Hawthorne explores themes
of legalism, sin, and guilt. American novelist and short story writer Nathaniel Hawthorne's
(1804–1864) writing centers on New England, many works featuring moral allegories with a
Puritan inspiration. His fiction works are considered to be part of the Romantic movement and,
more specifically, Dark romanticism. His themes often centre on the inherent evil and sin of
humanity, and his works often have moral messages and deep psychological complexity. Content:
Introduction: Biography of Nathaniel Hawthorne Novel: The Scarlet Letter (1850) Adaptation: A
Scarlet Stigma - A Play in Four Acts (1899)A friend and associate of the Transcendentalists in
Concord, Nathaniel Hawthorne has rarely been taken seriously as a writer interested in the
natural world. This book seeks to redress this omission by elucidating the sense of
environmentality that emanates from Hawthorne's romances and other writings. Hawthorne's
sense of kinship with the natural world runs deep in his work, particularly when his fiction is
examined alongside his voluminous notebooks. Rethinking Nathaniel Hawthorne and Nature also
contributes to the growing scholarly work aiming to illuminate Hawthorne as a writer deeply
engaged in the issues of his day, particularly involving the environment, rather than an author
simply interested in reinterpreting colonial history. Today's readers stand to gain a rich new
understanding of Hawthorne by reassessing Hawthorne's attitude toward the natural world.First
systematic theoretical study of the process in which works of literature are transformed into the
medium of cinema. Draws on recent literary and cinema theory.In this humorous and perceptive
exchange between two devils, C. S. Lewis delves into moral questions about good vs. evil,
temptation, repentance, and grace. Through this wonderful tale, the reader emerges with a better
understanding of what it means to live a faithful life.Including topics as diverse as feminism and
its relationship to the marketplace, plagiarism and copyright, silence and forgetting, and myth in a
digital age, this book explores the role of rewriting within feminist literature from the 1970s
onwards in relation to the theme of cultural memory.One hundred stereotype maps glazed with
the most exquisite human prejudice, especially collected for you by Yanko Tsvetkov, author of the
viral Mapping Stereotypes project. Satire and cartography rarely come in a single package but in
the Atlas of Prejudice they successfully blend in a work of art that is both funny and thoughtprovoking. The book is based on Mapping Stereotypes, Yanko Tsvetkov's critically acclaimed
project that became a viral Internet sensation in 2009. A reliable weapon against bigots of all
kinds, it serves as an inexhaustible source of much needed argumentation and-occasionally-as a
nice slab of paper that can be used to smack them across the face whenever reasoning becomes
utterly impossible. The Complete Collection version of the Atlas contains all maps from the
previously published two volumes and adds twenty five new ones, wrapping the best-selling series
in a single extended edition.
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